
Abstract
Genetic sequence testing has become the gold standard for the
identification of microorganisms but has marked disadvantages when
compared with alternative methods. The Clustered Regularly
Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR) system is a recent
advance in the understanding of genetics in microorganisms that has
been revolutionary. With our present understanding of how the
CRISPR system works, we have begun to utilize it to further fields
such as medicine, biology, agriculture, and chemistry.

Of interest to us is the use of the CRISPR system as a diagnostic
test in a medical laboratory, specifically for the detection of
Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) complex. Given that the current
testing methodologies for the M. tuberculosis complex can be
generally limited, time-consuming, and expensive, CRISPR offers a
path forward to provide quick and inexpensive diagnostic genetic
testing. This review summarizes the evidence in favor of
implementation of CRISPR technology as a diagnostic tool in point-
of-care settings for tuberculosis (TB) testing based on lower cost,
higher sensitivity, and lower testing procedure complexity when
compared to current alternatives.

Introduction
● According to the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2019
Tuberculosis Report, there are an estimated 10 million
tuberculosis cases per year. Of these cases, approximately 14%
or 1.4 million end in death (including those co-presenting with
HIV), making tuberculosis one of the top 10 causes of death
worldwide in 2019. Conversely, an estimated 60 million patients
were saved that year due to accessible TB testing and treatment.

● CRISPR technology has been adapted to many different fields:
genetic engineering to produce modified crops and clinical
applications such as inactivating defective genes in neurological
diseases, inactivating endogenous retroviruses in pigs, and
targeting the genes that cause sickle cell disease; and recently as
a form of genetic sequence detection that can be adapted to any
sequence of DNA or RNA rapidly and inexpensively.

● Specific High-sensitivity Enzymatic Reporter un-LOCKing
(SHERLOCK) is testing procedure rooted in CRISPR technology
involving RNA amplification and selective nucleic acid targeting
that enables the accurate detection and differentiation of nearly
any RNA sequence so long as the associated Cas13a nuclease is
paired with a complementary target crRNA.

● The purpose of this review is to highlight the existing evidence that
SHERLOCK is a viable testing method for genetic diagnosis of
tuberculosis and is both cheaper more sensitive than current
testing methods.

Analysis
● The cost for a TST $23, TB cultures is $250, for a QuantiFERON
$190, and for a paper-based SHERLOCK assay the cost can be
as low as $70 (Table 1). Thus, the cost of performing a
SHERLOCK assay is less expensive than most testing
alternatives.

● Our review of the relevant literature showed that the diagnostic
sensitivity of nucleic acid sequences was 71.0% for TST, 79.0%
for quantiFERON, 53.0% for cultures, and the analytical sensitivity
as low as a 2 attomolar solution concentration of the target genetic
sequence for SHERLOCK diagnostic testing (Figure 2).

● SHERLOCK reagents can be freeze-dried, imbibed into a paper-
based sensor platform, then rehydrated with sample for genetic
test identification.

● Paper-based testing platforms can be paired with electronic test
interpretation equipment thus driving SHERLOCK into the realm of
point-of-care testing, eliminating the need for complex equipment
regularly necessary for genetic testing.

Figure 2. Cross-comparison of sensitivity and specificity for diagnostic
tuberculosis tests.

Conclusion
As provided above, the comparison between tuberculosis diagnostic
tests indicates that CRISPR-based diagnostic testing (SHERLOCK)
is a better alternative for three reasons: (1) lower materials cost
which aids in increasing availability to a wider range markets, (2)
higher sensitivity allowing for a greater positivity rate for low
concentration cases, and (3) the advantage of SHERLOCK testing
reagents being amenable to lyophilization and rehydration on a
paper-based platform with compatibility with electronic test
interpretation equipment. Current testing methods for tuberculosis
have reached their limit of utility. A SHERLOCK point-of-care test is
the next logical step in the effort to control/eradicate tuberculosis.

Methods
Scholarly research articles were compiled from various repositories
of medical journals and articles online. Searches were conducted
through MEDLINE, PubMed, and Google Scholar. A summary of the
methods used during article search and refinement of search results
is summarized in Figure 1. Researchers were tasked with
independently gathering relevant articles on different topics for later
synthesis and construction of the final paper.

Figure 1. Research methodology for reviewing sources by category.

Table 1. Comparative analysis of test time frame and average cost per test.
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